Rotor rubbing is a common fault of rotating machinery, and usually induced by other faults, such as bending, clearance, unbalance and so on. The essential characteristic of this fault is the impact and friction between rotor and stator, so this paper puts forward a method for representing the rubbing fault by identifying the suffered dynamic load of rotor and stator. The basic formula of load identification is built, and the measured impact response is used to replace the system real impulse response function. The experiment results show that the proposed method can effectively extract the impact components of rotor and stator, and detecting stator vibration signal is more effective to represent rubbing fault than that of rotor, and the analysis result has clear credibility. Meanwhile, the proposed method is convenient for practical engineering application.
Introduction
The development trend of modern machinery equipment presents the characteristics of high speed, precision and complication. In compressor, turbine and other rotation machine, the clearance between rotor and stator is becoming smaller. Then a little increase of vibration amplitude maybe lead to rubbing between rotor and stator, and produce severe vibration and noise. With the background of the other faults or bad condition, such as the rotor crack, rotor bending, design assembly improper and so on,rotor rubbing [1] [2] is not only a kind of specific fault, but also a indirect reflection of mechanical system running state and structure reliability. Then it is important to study the feature extraction method for diagnosing fault of rubbing.
At present, the method applied in the rotor rubbing fault feature extraction is numerous, such as wavelet transform [3] , acoustic emission [4] , EMD [5] , and so on. These methods can describe the fault characteristics from different aspect. At the same time, it can be said that the most essential feature of rotor rubbing fault is impact and friction. Due to the existence of the impact, the rotor and stator both will suffer the effect of impact, their vibration signals also exist the impact response components. Therefore, if we can use the rotor and stator vibration signal to describe the time-varying process of load on rotor and stator, the adequate basis for rotor rubbing diagnosis will be provided. Based on the above analysis, this paper proposes a feature extracting method for rotor rubbing fault which based on the measured impact response and load identification, and the validity of the proposed method is verified by experiments .
Load identification of rotor rubbing
Most faults may bring additional dynamic load to the working mechanical system, and the dynamic load characteristics is often decided by fault. Therefore, according to the dynamic load impacting on mechanical part, the type and degree of fault can be judged. Dynamic load identification [6] method can be divided into two kinds, namely the frequency domain method and the time domain method. The frequency domain method developed earlier, including frequency response function matrix method and modal coordinates transformation method. The realization of frequency response function matrix method is simple, and the time domain method can directly identify load in time domain.
In essence, some usual fault features, such as peak value and variance, can be thought as a kind of approximate load identification. Although in the current mechanical fault diagnosis field, the diagnosis method based on load identification has not been deep researched and widely adopted, it maybe become a important method of the mechanical faults diagnosis in the near future, and has very considerable prospects.
Let the dynamic load suffered by working rotor/stator system be y(t), system impulse response function be ( ) h t , then system output ,
It can be seen that load identification is deconvolution in essence. Note that ( ) h t usually is gradually approaching to zero, easy to meet the conditions
Above function is wavelet admissible condition in wavelet transform theory, therefore, ( ) h t can be considered as a unilateral wavelet, ( ) y t is original signal, then ( ) x t is the wavelet transfer output of ( ) 
Measured impact response
It can be seen from Eq. (1), the impact response function of rotor/stato system must be obtained before load identification, but using the experimental methods (such as hammering method) to get the system impact response is very closely to real impulse response function, and the measured impact response has a strong closeness degree with the rubbing fault generated response. From Eq.(3), it is known that when the correlativity between the response component induced by impact and ( ) h t is stronger, the ( ) y t will be more obviously, and calculation results will have the distinct directionality and credibility to fault. So considering the fault feature extraction effect, takes system impact response as ( ) h t . Meanwhile, the impact response of rotor and stator is detected respectly for describing the load situation of rotor and stator.
Furthermore, as an important material, the impulse response measured from mechanical system is helpful for diagnosing those faults induce by impact between parts.
Experimental research
The experimental model is shown in Fig.1 . Fig.1(a) is the front view of test model, Fig1(b) is the left view of disk and stator, when rotor rotating, the clearance between disk and stator can ensure generating rubbing in some speed. Meanwhile, the sensor location is also given, using two eddy current displacement sensor to detect rotor transverse vibration signal, using a piezoelectric accelerometer to measure the vibration signal of stator, their location shown as Fig.1 . Sampling frequency is 2000Hz.In rotor stationary state, using hammer to detect the impact response of rotor and stator dividedly, rotor exciting point is disk radial direction, stator exciting point is inner ring radial in Fig.1(b) , the wave of the measurement response signal after normalization shows as Fig.2 . Under rubbing state, 2322r/minrotation speed the vibration signals of rotor x direction and stator are show in Fig.3 . The rotor and stator load identification results by using measured impact response is shown as Fig.4 . The Fig.4 shows, in the rotor rubbing state, stator bear batch impact force, and the impact occurring interval is approximately equal to rotor rotating cycle, namely when rotor rotated a period, i.e. the rubbing between rotor and stator occurs every rotation period. Furthermore, the direction of stator impact force is not fixed, in other words, the rubbing position is not fixed, and the area of rubbing position at least covers the half of the inner circle of stator. Although the rotor load identification result has other component except the obvious impact force, it also proved that, for the rotor rubbing fault, identifying the impact response component of stator vibration signals and the load suffered by stator is more effective method.
Conclusion
Impact is the essential characteristics of rotor rubbing fault. Then the impact force can characterize the rubbing fault happening. The rotor rubbing fault feature extracting method is proposed based on measured impact response signal of mechanical system and load identification. Experimental analysis results show that the method can effectively extract the impact force suffered by rotor and stator, and stator vibration signal can more effectively characterize rubbing fault than that of rotor, and the analysis results have explicitly directivity.Furthermore,the implementation process of proposed method is concise, then it is suitable for engineering application.
